
Since I adore you, and underneath the myriad stars 
Myself have turned into the sensitive cylinder squeezing over your rib cage, 

I need to reveal to you a tale I shouldn't however will and meanwhile disre-
gard, Love, 
the harsh song dripping from my lobes yet visit, 

rather, to this story, for a waterway consumes in my lip opening 
furthermore, it needs equally ejection and to interminably taste your nu-
merous drizzles; 

furthermore, in the tale there is a puppy and anonymous it prompts less 
shock, 
let's call him Max, and in the tale there are kids 

who turn a joke about Max like I'm performing a melody to you, aside 
from they articulate a tyke, 
a kid who just minutes sooner had been journeying through sign brambles 

to pick succulent rubies, whose jaw was, truth be told, recolored with them, 
also, consolidating in their tale the enormous children make 

the kid who will stay anonymous trust Max to be wiped out and raging, 
what's more, state the dog's sagging and ordinary odor of wee are only 
two signs, 

in any case, the most exceedingly terrible of it, they state, is that he'll likely in any case, the most exceedingly terrible of it, they state, is that he'll likely 
discover yourself in the dark, 
also, the enormous children don't snicker, and the kid does not laugh, 
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be that as it may, gives the last berries access his palm descent into the 
excess 
at his bottoms, and on the off chance that I talked the fantasy of the 
anonymous kid 

I dread my speech would become a burst of flame so I won't, yet 
acknowledge within the kid's skull cultivated a flame underneath similar stars 

as yourself and myself, my sweet, your feet between my feet, the fine locks 
on your higher thigh about sparkling in the dark, and the kid, on your higher thigh about sparkling in the dark, and the kid, 

the dark, the inestimable secrets as he lays down with a soft toy 
tucked underneath his jaw and reels skintight alongside his sibling 

in their common bed, who moves away, and you are aware at this point 
there isn't balm to suppress his mind's thundering apparatus 

also, I shouldn't let you know, however I will, 
the anonymous kid 

on the ternary evening of the fantasies which solidify his delicate look on the ternary evening of the fantasies which solidify his delicate look 
dress on jeans and a t-shirt and discreetly grabs the shovel from the lair 

what's more, more discreetly goes out where upstairs his dad lies dreamless, 
furthermore, his mom twists her figure into his, 

what's more, underneath these equivalent sparkling, my sweetest, which 
frequently, when I ponder them, 
appear to retreat like such huge numbers of the deceits of shining's, 

the kid strolls to the garden where Max lays joined to a steel link the kid strolls to the garden where Max lays joined to a steel link 
crossing the yard, and the kid brings wieners which he learned 

from Tom and Jerry, and about relieving himself in his jeans he hurls them 
around the calm and disabled thing limping over the yard, 

the link murmuring over the dew-smooth lawn, and Max whines, 
furthermore, the kid gazes a wolf where stands this shabby 

furthermore, pitiful and stooping canine and underneath these very shining's  
Max raises his head to take a gander at the anonymous kid Max raises his head to take a gander at the anonymous kid 

with one glaucous eye about stuck shut 
what's more, the other wet from the cool wind and wheezing 



Max gets the look of the kid who sees, 
finally, the crude skin on the canine's flank, the quiver 

of his spindly legs, and as Max twists his nose 
to the franks the kid watches him battle 

to grab the meat with gums, and cutting the scoop down 
he twists to lift the meat to Max's toothless mouth, 

furthermore, rubs the length of his throat and jaw, furthermore, rubs the length of his throat and jaw, 
Max angling his neck with his eyes shut, presently, 

furthermore, licking the kid's round face, until the kid unchains the pooch, 
what's more, stands, making moderate strides in reverse across the damp 
lawn and senses, 

without precedent for daytimes, the exhales in his chest, which are cold, 
what's more, somewhat soggy, overflowing his little mouths, and he senses, 

once more, his feet underneath him, and the ground underneath them, and once more, his feet underneath him, and the ground underneath them, and 
shining's  
chanting the morning in, and the grave development of scarabs 

biting the greeneries of the white birch, flickering in obscurity, and he takes 
note, 
Sweetheart, an upturned home underneath the shrub, and tosses it search-
ing for the navy eggs 

of robins, yet discovers none, and setting a crumpled ruby quill in his lips 
opening 
slides the skinny brush into another bush, which he hikes 

to gaze the primary trace of light looking over the parks, and the kid 
in the end comes back to his prickly natural product shrubbery where a peri-
odic stab 

engraves on his extremities a bloody drop of blood the shade of these rasp-
berries 
also, salty savor, and bunking up his overturned blouse with them he bars 

that he could tug from the ground what may make you grin, 
Love, which you'll discover in the ice chest, on the base rack, in the back of 
the milk, 

in the dish you arranged with your own divine hands.


